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New line of RR Customs car scents is over 50 
intensive, aromatic compositions. Every bottle label 
shows a piece of RR Customs history in an 
unconventional, comicbook style.

We created new scents by mixing various flavours in 
very special combinations. Everyone will find something 
to fit his taste. Every RRC Scent comes in the form of 
bottle with sprayer. There is also car mirror hanger 
included to every single one. The intensity of aroma 
depends mostly on how much liquid is applied. We like 
to experiment - you can find a lot of exotic flavours like: 
musk, white tea, bamboo or acai berries. If you go 
oldschool, we recommend the aroma of bubble gum, 
orange, cherry, mint and more.

So, what’s your favorite scent? 



sunrise summer wine
Musk top note 

harmonised with 
exotic fruits aroma

A warm and sweet 
blend of cinnamone 

and orange top 
note, infused with 

cloves

wild berry
Fruity and sweet 

scents with 
dominating 

strawberry top note 

orangeade
Sweet, fruity aroma 

of classic orangeade



madness dream top secret
Complex 

composition of citrus 
and flowers top 

notes

Top note combining 
stellar rose with  

plum aroma, with 
addition of mild 

wood scent

Fantastic 
composition of lily of 
the valley and rose

cool rain
Incredbly refreshing 
composition of sea 
and ozone notes



exotic lilac orange only for her
Fruity-floral 

combination with 
strong grape, melon 
and papaya aroma

Enjoyable aroma of 
refreshing spring 

lilac

Citrus comoposition 
with orange and 

mandarine top note

Sweet, intensive 
composition of wood  
and spicy fragrance



mystery
Spring flower aroma 

with mild note of fresh 
green, white tea and 

musky finish

blackberry
Fruity composition 

with very strong  
blackberry top note

black grape
Fruity composition 

with strong  top 
notes of black 

grapes

angel
Smooth cotton top 

note with fresh 
watermelon-

cucumber accent 



limetta ice rose iceberg green day
Lively citrus 

composition with 
characteristic lime top 

note 

Flowery composition 
with distinctive rose 

upper tones

Fresh and oriental 
scent that combines 

spicy notes 
encircled by wood 

aroma

Starting on the base 
of fresh green flowers, 

it makes refreshing 
combination  with 
green tea notes



fruity paradise
Surprisingly sweet 

blend of different fruits 
fragrance

Exotic fusion of 
sweet, juicy tropical 

fruits

enigma
Sweet and floral 
aroma of jasmine 

and orange blossom, 
finished with delicate 

rose note

bella
Rich floral scent of 

roses and  other flower 
fragnances



cola harribo coconut chicco
Incredbly sweet 

combination of favorite 
childhood scents – 
cola and jelly beans

Deep and unique 
aroma of coconut 

Fruity top note with 
slight accents of 

sweet orange and 
bubble gum

raspberry
Fruity and sweet 

scents with dominating 
strawberry top note 



rascal black mint berries
Stylish and expressive 

aroma of men 
perfumes

Unique black currant 
blend with slight 
note of menthol

Pleasant and sweet 
scent of freshly 
picked berries

bubble gum
Scent of ‘90 
childhood – 

unforgettable aroma 
of  sweet pink 
bubble gum



acai&goji hot chick madagascar joy
Refrehing composition 

with exotic notes of 
acai and goji

Irresistible oriental 
aroma. Cream base 

note lead to 
pleasant vanilla 

fragrance

Fruity dominates 
with its sharp and 

punchy citrus notes, 
infused  melon and 

black currant

Woody & floral 
composition with 

suprising combination 
of musk, jasmine and 

black currant
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